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ArchDOC

The ArchDOC Workshop (Architectural Heritage Documentation for 
Conservation) is part of the Advanced Master of Science in Conservation 
of Monuments and Sites at the Faculty of Engineering Science of the 
University of Leuven. The workshop is a learning partnership with several 
EU and international experts, and is endorsed by The ICOMOS/ISPRS 
Scientific Committee on Heritage Documentation (CIPA). 

ArchDOC is a one-week intensive workshop that provides both a the-
oretical and hands-on introduction to the highly specialised subject of 
built heritage documentation. Students gain knowledge and experience 
in the utility and limits of a variety of surveying and 3D documentation 
techniques. The workshop focusses on documenting the reality of existing 
buildings and built heritage sites, which are characterised by complex 
geometries, different layers of interventions and changes in constructive 
systems.

The 2021 edition marks the celebration of the 20th anniversary of the 
ArchDOC workshop. 

ILUCIDARE Autumn School

ILUCIDARE is a 3 year EU-funded Horizon 2020 project that builds 
international connections for heritage led-innovation. The project is led 
by the University of Leuven (Belgium) and brings together 8 international 
partners.

The ILUCIDARE Autumn School, adapts the ArchDOC workshop 
into an innovative capacity building model that brings together interna-
tional collaboration and very practice-oriented ateliers in built heritage 
documentation. During the week of 25-29 October, the ILUCIDARE 
training brings together 25 professionals from all over the world in the 
Park Abbey, a 12th century Norbertine abbey located in the outskirts of 
the city of Leuven.

The participants are experienced in built heritage documentation and will 
have the opportunity to share their work among peers and part-take in 
tech-demos to test the performance of different state-of-the-art tools 
and techniques in documentation.

The Autumn school provides unique networking opportunities between 
diverse actors, including internationally recognised experts, emerging 
professionals, and students.
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TOPIC 1     Image based documentation: close-range photogrammetry and UAV

Why? Ample studies have been published so far on image-based 
modelling software analysing their performance, accuracy 
in 3D production, used algorithms, and scalability. A few 
of them also discuss workflows. However, it is rare to  
find studies on either best practice or optimized work 
flows, which can be adopted by the general pub-
lic to create 3D models easily and free or at little cost. 

What? Today, using of-the-shelf cameras with high accuracy 
has made the close-range photogrammetric process much eas-
ier and more cost-effective to produce rectified photos, ortho-
photos, and 3D point clouds. 

In the framework of image-based photogrammetric tech-
niques, Structure-from-Motion (SfM) is one of the most used 
because of its flexibility, ease of use and cost-effectiveness. 
Starting from 2D images, the epipolar geometry is estimated 
thanks to feature matching algorithms, for example, SIFT al-
gorithm (scale-invariant feature transform). This approach al-
lows to estimate the external orientation of the images and to  

reconstruct the 3D geometry of an object. 
Structure from Motion (SfM) requires comparing reference 
points or matching pixels across a series of photographs. The 
quality and specific number of photographs are needed to al-
low the surface to process, match and triangulates visual fea-
tures and further generating 3D point-cloud. This technology 
enables non-experts to quickly and easily capture high-qual-
ity models through uncalibrated images captured from cheap 
setups, without requiring any specialized hardware or carefully 
designed illumination conditions.

Topics 4-5 case studies on image acquisition (or adding pho-
tos); feature detection, matching, triangulation (or align pho-
tos); sparse reconstruction, bundle adjustment (or point cloud 
generation); dense correspondence matching (or dense cloud 
generation); mesh/surface generation; and texture generation. 

TOPICS
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PROGRAMME
MON
25
OCT

12:30

15:00 | 17:00

Lunch | Brasserie De Molen

Reconnaissance of Park Abbey
 
• Park Abbey guided tour: introduction to abbey site and vaulting system of  

the Saint John Evangelist church 

THOMAS COOMANS (University of Leuven) 

Introduction to Autumn School

• ILUCIDARE-ArchDOC 20th edition 

AZILIZ VANDESANDE (University of Leuven) and MARIO SANTANA (Carleton University)

• Tour de table
• Expectations and outputs
• Visit ArchDOC students

LOCATION 
Abbey of Park

14:00 | 15:00
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TUE
26
OCT

09:30 | 9:40

9:40 | 10:20

10:20 | 11:00

11:00 | 11:10

11:10 | 11:50

11:50 | 12:30

12:30 | 12:45

Moderated by:  
BILL BLAKE (Bill Blake Heritage Documentation)  
& MICHAEL DE BOUW (Belgian Building Research Institute)

Introduction

CHRISTIAN OUIMET | Heritage Conservation Services (PWGSC), Canada | 
Heritage Recording using Photographs - a variety of case studies

ANDREAS GEORGOPOULOS | National Technical University Athens, Greece |  
Photogrammetry - The documentation of the fortifications of the island of Chios:  
a forest of scaffolding

Break

NATALIA BURAKOWSKA | Page \ Park, Scotland | Digital reconstruction of  
the Glasgow School of Art

CHEN YANG |  Tong ji University, China | Digital interpretation of a historic village based  
on aerial photogrammetry | Online

NAA DEDEI TAGOE | University of Mines and Technology, Ghana | Reconnaissance  
survey on a World Heritage Site - British Fort, in the town of English Komenda, Ghana | Online

Atelier 1:  

LOCATION 
Abbey of Park 
Morning: conference room  
Afternoon: recording sites

 
  

PROGRAMME
Image based documentation: close-range  
photogrammetry and UAV
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Lunch | Brasserie De Molen

Hands-on: Image based documentation - close range and UAV
Workshop:

3 groups: each groups makes 1-2 image-based photogrammetric models.
Collaboration with ArchDOC students: vaulting system and roof trusses of the Saint John  
Evangelist church.

• Group 1: detailed structural element: connection between the tie beam, the knee and the arch
• Group 2: area with evident light contrast: first portal frame with dormer window
• Group 3: area with difficult accessibility: upper portal frame

Approach: flowchart form explaining step-by-step process, highlighting tips and constraints

Tech demo: Drone-UAV (Belgian Building Research Institute)

Wrap-up and main lessons learned

TUE
26
OCT

12:45 | 14:00

14:00 | 15:30

15:30 | 16:00

16:00 | 17:00

Hands-on: Image based documentation | close range and UAV
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TOPIC 2     3D point cloud data: data quality and needs

Why? Although laser scanners have been proven to provide high 
performance reality capture in in- and outdoor environments, 
there is still a clear knowledge gap between the theory of laser 
scanning and identifying the required point cloud data quality 
for specific applications. During the last 2 decades of research 
on the applications of point cloud data, less than 9% of the lit-
erature focuses on building renovations and heritage buildings 
despite the need for point cloud data of existing buildings for the 
purposes of building renovation, retrofit, and refurbishment. 

wWhat? In recent years, besides the traditional methods, new 
technologies have emerged in both the public and private sec-
tors initiating research for new methods in data acquisition, 
such as laser scanning and mobile or simultaneous localization 
mapping. Also some manual and automatic methods for re-
construction of building façade models from terrestrial mobile 
mapping with terrestrial laser scanning data are used in the 
evaluation of building façade applications. The best choice de-
pends on the material available, the object to be captured, the 
required precision and the time available at the object about 
3D data sources. 

There is still a clear knowledge gap between the theory of la-
ser scanning and its application for construction mapping due 
to technical limitations on portability and site constraints, and 
the cost of high-performance 3D laser scanners. But above 
all there is still lack of a comprehensive framework that could 
assist built heritage (and environment) professionals during 
various lifecycles of a project in how to properly acquire and 
process point cloud data to fulfil the needs of their intended 
applications. Collecting insufficient data could render a model 
useless for its intended use while collecting too much data will 
take a longer time and more effort and result in redundant data. 
Hence, it is important to determine the required point cloud 
data quality for each specific application to facilitate the acqui-
sition of point cloud data. 

Topics 4-5 case studies on data collection and processing, de-
fining data needs and diagnostic detail of geometry. 
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Moderated by:  
ROBERTO DE LIMA HERNANDEZ (University of Leuven,  
Geomatics division) & ALICE PALADINI (RealVisuals)

Introduction

VINCENT IMPENS | RealVisuals, Belgium | Sint Anna Church in Ghent and the  
Cathedral of Lier: opportunities and problems related to laser scanning 

NATALIA BURAKOWSKA | Page \ Park, Scotland | Rosalind Church: lessons learned

Break

LUIGI BARAZZETTI | Politecnico di Milano, Italy & MICHELLE DUONG | CIPA-HD   
Emerging Professional, Canada | 3D laser scanning and FEM model of the Bagan temples

JOE J. KALLAS | architect & restorer, Lebanon | Beirut Post-Explosion  
Emergency Documentation

Lunch | Brasserie De Molen

WED
27
OCT

 Atelier 2:    3D point cloud data | data quality and needs

09:30 | 9:40

9:40 | 10:20

10:20 | 11:00

11:00 | 11:10

11:10 | 11:50

11:50 | 12:30

12:30 | 14:00

PROGRAMME
LOCATION 
Abbey of Park 
Morning: conference room  
Afternoon: recording sites
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Workshop

3 groups: each groups makes 1 hypothetical survey scenario
Collaboration with ArchDOC students: connection between the vaulting system and roof  
trusses, with the Saint John Evangelist church and abbey site

• Group 1: exterior elevation: Park Abbey buildings 
• Group 2: roof section: connect interior with exterior
• Group 3: control network: connect ArchDOC students with group 1 and 2

Approach: survey proposal within a given timeframe, explaining step-by-step process 

Tech demo: SLAM - NavVis VLX (RealVisuals), GeoSLAM Zeb Revo  
(Politecnico di Torino) and Leica BLK2GO (University of Leuven)

Wrap-up and main lessons learned

WED
27
OCT

Hands-on: 3D point cloud data - data quality and needs

14:00 | 15:30

15:30 | 16:00

16:00 | 17:00
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TOPIC 3     Communication standards: integrating documentation built heritage applications

Why? Current research on built heritage documentation often 
speaks of information as something that just needs to be pro-
cessed so that it can be meaningfully used. However, both from 
a scientific and practical point of view, there are often issues in 
understanding the architectural quality, scale or materials from 
documentation data, and even 2D drawings and 3D models.
 
The European Builders Confederation (EBC) and European 
Construction Technology Platform (ETCP) list this lack of 
end-user oriented needs as one of the main barriers for the 
digitisation in the built environment sector. 

What? There are several documentation standards and guidelines 
for existing and heritage buildings which describe data acquisi-
tion and processing of data for 2D drawings and 3D information 
models. However, there is a lack of communication standards.  

Clear protocols and criteria on how documentation data can 
be communicated and abstracted in a meaningful way so that 
a wide range of stakeholders can use them for building ren-

ovation and built heritage applications (e.g. repair and main-
tenance, conservation-restoration projects, stability analysis, 
research, dissemination and visualisation) will be important in 
the years to come.

This will enable better and integrated decision-making among 
different actors, improve the balance between client needs and 
the costs / accuracy of data sources, and potentially create new 
or more efficient documentation services which save time and 
costs in e.g. data storage and quotation preparation.

Topics 4-5 case studies on documentation projects focussed 
on specific practical applications and close collaboration with 
architects, engineering companies, contractors, public organ-
isations, governmental actors or researchers. 

TOPICS
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PROGRAMME
Moderated by:  
AZILIZ VANDESANDE (KU Leuven)  
& MARIO SANTANA (Carleton University)

Introduction

PIERRE HALLOT and PIERRE JOUAN | Université de Liège, Belgium |  
Documentation, interpretation, valorisation of built heritage 

JOHN BROWN | Page \ Park, Scotland | Leeds City Hall and BIM: lessons learned

Break

ALICE AGUS | University of Cagliari, Italy | Building a protocol for the acquisition,  
management and access to Built Heritage Documentation for Military Assets - a collaboration  
with the Italian Ministry of Defense

BRIAN POPE | The Arc/k Project, USA | Archiving into the New Frontier:  
The Impending Fusion of Archive, Exhibition and Education 

Lunch | Brasserie De Molen

THU
28
OCT

 Atelier 3:   

09:30 | 9:40

9:40 | 10:20

10:20 | 11:00

11:00 | 11:10

11:10 | 11:50

11:50 | 12:30

12:30 | 14:00

LOCATION 
Abbey of Park 
Morning: conference room  
Afternoon: recording sites
 
  

Communication standards | documentation  
and applications
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Workshop
Multiple groups: each group will be paired with one hypothetical “client”, an architectural  
office representative who will present a built heritage case study. The case study entails a real  
or fictive project they are or have worked on, with activities ranging from e.g. repair and  
maintenance, conservation-restoration projects, stability analysis, research, dissemination  
and visualization

• Group 1: Barbara Van der Wee Architects
• Group 2: PERSPECTIV architecten
• Group 3: Erfgoed & Visie
• Group 4: Bressers Architecten 

Approach: the participants and the “client” will jointly make an experience map. This is a  
visualisation of how a client experiences the documentation process of their case study in  
time (form the first meeting with the documentation professionals, to the delivery of the  
products, to their use in the restoration project). The process will be visualised on the experience  
map by defining the different steps in the process, and linking them to touchpoints, frustrations  
and delights

Tech demo: HDR Photography - Group picture

Wrap-up and main lessons learned

Joint dinner 
ArchDOC Team | ILUCIDARE team

THU
28
OCT

Hands-on: Communication standards | documentation and applications

14:00 | 15:30

15:30 | 16:00

16:00 | 17:00

19:00
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PROGRAMME
Informal talks | Visit Leuven

Optional 
Student presentations: ArchDOC results of Abbey of Park and planned outcomes.  
Location: Arenberg Castle

Study visit to the Saint Jacobs church: The link between documentation, monitoring  
and restoration. Study visit organised by the University of Leuven and WTA-Nederland- 
Vlaanderen

Studio Roma and City of Leuven | guided tour around the church focussed on the  
restauration works

University of Leuven and Triconsult NV | presentations in the church about the recent stability  
works and the monitoring and 3D scanning techniques

The Saint Jacobs church is one of the five medieval parish churches of Leuven, located in the  
west of the city, about 500 meters outside the first city wall. It is an east-west oriented cruciform  
church with a west tower, a three-aisled basilica nave, a wide transept and a single-aisle choir.  
Stability issues led to the closure of the church building in 1963, which has since undergone  
major structural works

FRI
29
OCT

09:30 | 11:00

11:00 | 13:00

14:00 | 14:30

14:30 | 16:00

LOCATION 
Leuven city center 
Morning: free  
Afternoon: Saint Jacobs church 
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SHORT PROGRAMME

Lunch Brasserie De Molen

Reconnaissance of Park Abbey

Introduction to Autumn School

ATELIER 1 

• Image based documentation  
close-range and UAV

• Moderated by Bill Blake 
 (Bill Blake Heritage Documentation ) 

& Michael de Bouw (Belgian Building 
Research Institute)

Lunch Brasserie De Molen

ATELIER 2 

• 3D point cloud data data quality and 
needs

• Moderated by Roberto De Lima Her-
nandez (University of Leuven, Geomatics 
division) & Alice Paladini (RealVisuals) 

Lunch Brasserie De Molen

MON
25
OCT

TUE
26
OCT

WED
27
OCT

14:00

12:30 09:30 09:30

17:00

14:00

15:00

17:00

12:30

12:45
12:30

12:30

LOCATION 
Abbey of Park  
 

LOCATION 
Abbey of Park
Morning: conference room  
Afternoon: recording sites 

HANDS-ON

• Joint data collection and processing according to topics and lessons learned in Atelier 1-2
• Interaction ArchDOC students: collect and process additional data
• Wrap-up and main lessons learned

TECH DEMOS: Drone-UAV, SLAM, HDR
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ATELIER 3

• Communication standards  
documentation and applications

• Moderated by Aziliz Vandesande  
(KU Leuven) & Mario Santana (Carleton 
University)

INFORMAL TALKS

• Visit Leuven / Meeting room

• Student presentations: ArchDOC results 
of Abbey of Park and planned outcomes 

• Study visit to the Saint Jacobs church: 
The link between documentation, moni-
toring and restoration

• Studio Roma and City of Leuven

• University of Leuven and Triconsult NV

THU
28
OCT

FRI
29
OCT

14:00 14:30

14:00

09:30 09:30

17:00 16:00

12:30

12:30

11:00

13:00

LOCATION 
Leuven city center
Saint Jacobs church

HANDS-ON

• Joint data collection and processing 
according to topics and lessons learned in 
Atelier 1-3

• Interaction ArchDOC students: collect 
and process additional data

• Wrap-up main lessons learned

Lunch break ArchDOC team +  
ILUCIDARE team

JOINT DINNER  
ArchDOC team +  
ILUCIDARE team
19:00

LOCATION 
Abbey of Park
Morning: conference room  
Afternoon: recording sites 








